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• Interface and Operations: the distance is too far 
from performance to configuration
• Intelligence: too far from both human researcher 
and machine resources
• Identity and Integration: personalization is not an 
optional feature
Conclusion:  Integral processes are critical; persons 
and actions are unitary, so research workers and their 
works go together
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A matter of  intellectual work and property
ADMINISTRATORS need to justify $$$:
• Recommend high cost resources
• AI trend? Its scope?
• Feedback reports to instructors
• Pay for APIs, integration
FACULTY want results:
• Show my scholarship
• Show student usage in my courses
• Update my c.v.
• Show grant opportunities
• Show collaborations
STUDENTS want ease and success:
• Give me my readings
• What are my classmates finding?




Personalization is key and 
linked to campus roles
Students/Faculty/Admins all 
want specific and known views 
and results
Balancing data security with 
robust accessibility
All devices, all the time
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES - DECISION ITEM - GOAL
To ensure that the University is providing 
the most modern digital software and services platform 
available 
for the provision and delivery of  scholarly content in 
higher education,
University Libraries has engaged a multi-year effort
to renew its current automation system within 
existing and forecast funding
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES - DECISION ITEM - METHOD
Vendors were invited to virtual and on campus presentation opportunities 
based on published market and evaluation reports identifying industry 
leaders.
Employees across the Libraries’ units and also stakeholders across campus 
were invited and participated in multiple rounds of  product 
demonstrations. 
Vendors were asked to provide information about print, non-print, and 
digital formats of  scholarly content,
and their acquisition, licensing, circulation, cataloging and metadata 
handling, analytics and reporting, copyright and fair use, course utilization, 
research data capabilities, consortium and outside resource sharing, patron 
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